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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from War Songs As the Valkyrie ride
exultant up northern skies to Valhalla, bearing fallen heroes home, spurning fear, pain, and death
beneath the hoof-strokes of their galloping horses, the President of the Peace Conference reclines
in his opera-box - and yawns. The triumphant rush through the air; the clash of sword and hollow
reverberating clang of brazen buckler, the storm and wild joy of battle are in his ears - but he hears
not. The sounds are not for him, nor are the shadows that take form and gather fast to the
summons of that wild music. Not for him is the phantasmagoria of spectral squadrons wheeling
and charging with flashing sabres and fluttering red lunghis across the stony plain until they plunge
headlong into that cloud of dust and smoke which closes like a curtain behind them. Not for him
does the forlorn hope crouch behind the rocky outcrop of the hill, they and their boyish leader with
the haunting eyes. Upon their stern faces the cold grey light of early dawn grows momentarily...
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of the best publication. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- Dr. Pat Hegmann-- Dr. Pat Hegmann

It in one of my favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have go through. I am just quickly will get a delight of reading through a
published publication.
-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM
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